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Recent results on the total production and angular distribution of charged particles originated from the

fragmentation of quark and gluon jets are presented. Experimental studies of the multiplicity as a function

of the quark and gluon jet energy, the inter-jet particle ow and the individual fragmentation functions

are reviewed and compared to the expectations from QCD.

1 Introduction

In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), quarks (q) and

gluons (g) are coloured objects that carry di�erent colour

charges. The strength of the quark-gluon and gluon-

gluon couplings is directly related with the colour charges

and, in consequence, the probability to emit additional

gluons is also di�erent for both quarks and gluons. Re-

constructed quark and gluon jets are expected to inherit

their parton origin and, therefore, they should exhibit

di�erences in their multiplicities, energies and angular

distributions. It is well known, however, the existing

di�culties to measure these di�erences in quantitative

agreement with the predictions from perturbative QCD,

as partons, quarks and gluons, are not directly observed

in nature and only the stable particles, produced after

the fragmentation process, are experimentally detected.

Earlier measurements of the ratio of the gluon jet multi-

plicity w.r.t the quark jet multiplicity, r = hNgi=hNqi, of
the coherence phenomena in the inter-jet q�q region w.r.t.

the qg region, etc., have established qualitative evidence

for these di�erences but have failed in describing them

quantitatively as predicted by QCD.

At present, more than 16 million hadronic decays

of the Z boson have been collected by the LEP exper-

iments. These high statistics allow applying restrictive

selection criteria to select quark and gluon jet samples

with high purities. The selected data samples are almost

background free and small corrections to account for im-

purities are needed. A smaller model dependence than

ever is now achieved, bringing the possibility to perform

quantitative studies of quark and gluon fragmentation

according to perturbative QCD.

Studies on quark and gluon jet fragmentation have

been carried out at LEP by the OPAL1 and ALEPH2

collaborations selecting three-jet symmetric con�gura-

tions in which the quark and gluon jet properties were

compared at a �xed energy scale. A new analysis from

DELPHI3 using symmetric and non symmetric three-jet

event con�gurations show these properties as a function

of the jet energy. The hadronic part of radiative q�q

events as a function of the reduced center of mass en-

ergy, s0 = s � (1 � 2E=
p
s), has also been investigated

using event shape variables by L34 and using charged

multiplicity distributions by DELPHI3. All these stud-

ies are quite extensive and a proper description covering

all details is out of the scope of this short review. Here

only results from analyses, which use heavy avour tag-

ging in qqg events to identify gluon jets and radiative qq

events to identify quark jets, are reported. Other presen-

tations of similar content based on other type of jet tag-

ging procedures were also discussed in the conference5 .

The di�erences of quarks and gluons as a function of the

jet reconstruction algorithm and of the three-jet event

con�guration: jet energies, the particle ow in di�erent

inter-jet regions and the scaling violation e�ects, are the

subject of our discussion following.

2 Quark and gluon jet selection

Gluon and quark jets are selected using hadronic three-

jet events. Jets are mainly reconstructed using the

Durham algorithm (OPAL, ALEPH, L3, DELPHI) al-

though the Jade and Cone algorithms have also been

used1;3, in particular to observe the e�ects due to di�er-

ent angular particle acceptance of the various algorithms

and to compare with the results from hadron colliders.

In the gluon splitting process (g ! q�q), the heavy

quark production is strongly suppressed6 . This opens the

possibility to select gluon jets from q�qg events in which

two of the jets, the quark jets, are seen to satisfy the

experimental signatures of being initiated by b quarks,

leaving the remaining jet to be associated to the gluon

jet without further requirements. Algorithms for tagging

b jets exploit the fact that the decay products of long

lived B hadrons have large impact parameters and/or

contain inclusive high momentum leptons coming from

the semileptonic decays of the B hadrons. Gluon puri-

ties of 94% and 85% are achieved when using these tech-

niques, respectively. Obviously, the quark jets belonging



to these events cannot be used to represent an unbiased

quark sample. Thus the quark jets whose properties are

to be compared with the gluon jets must be selected from

other sources which in any case should preserve the same

kinematics. Two possibilities have been proposed in the

current literature. One consists in selecting symmetric

three-jet event con�gurations1;2;3 in which one (Y) or the

two (Mercedes) quark jets have similar energy to that of

the gluon jet. The quark jet purities reached are �48%
and �66%, for Y and for Mercedes events, respectively.

In a second solution1;3;4 radiative q�q events are selected,

allowing a sample of quark jets with variable energy to be

collected. In this latter case, misidenti�cations of 's due

to the �� background and radiative �+�� contamina-

tion give rise to quark jet purities of �92%. This method
gives a higher purity but unfortunately su�ers from the

lack of statistics.

3 Multiplicities of quark and gluon jets

Results on the charged multiplicity of quark and gluon

jets1;2 using symmetric Y con�gurations and recon-

structed with Durham at 24 GeV gluon jet energy, give

a ratio of r � 1:23 � 0:04(stat.+syst.) which does not

depend on the cut-o� parameter (ycut) selected to recon-

struct jets1. It is signi�cantly higher than one, which

indicates that quark and gluons in fact fragment di�er-

ently, but it remains far from the asymptotic lowest or-

der expectation of CF=CA = 9=4, suggesting that higher

order corrections and non-perturbative e�ects are very

important to understand the measured value. A next-

to-leading order correction7 in MLLA (Modi�ed Leading

Log Approximation) at O(p�s) already lowers the pre-

diction towards r values slightly below two and exhibits a

small energy dependence due to the running of �s. How-

ever this is still insu�cient to explain the value of r deter-

mined by the experiments. Solutions based on the Monte

Carlo method give a better approximation3. The par-

ton shower option of the Jetset generator8 which uses

the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions for the evolution of

the parton shower reduce the theoretical prediction3 for

r. At parton level, at 24 GeV jet energy, the expected

value is �1.4 and it is further reduced to �1.3 if the

value of r is computed after the fragmentation process.

In both cases there is a clear dependence of r with the jet

energy3 which can be parametrized using straight lines

with slopes of �r=�E = (+90�3(stat.))�10�4 GeV�1 at

parton level and �r=�E = (+76�2(stat.))�10�4 GeV�1

after fragmentation. The absolute value of r predicted at

parton level is however largely a�ected by the choice on

the Q0 parameter (cut-o� at which the parton evolution

stops) but has negligible inuence on its relative varia-

tion with the energy, i.e. the slope. The DELPHI anal-

ysis uses symmetric and non-symmetric three-jet event

con�gurations with quark and gluon jets of variable en-

ergy, allowing thus all these properties and predictions

to be tested. A value of r = 1:24 � 0:03 (stat.+syst.)

is measured corresponding to an average jet energy of

�27 GeV. The energy dependence of r is also sug-

gested at 2.7� signi�cance level, with a �tted slope of

�r=�E = (+86� 32(stat.+syst.)) � 10�4 GeV�1.
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Figure 1: (a)Mean chargedmultiplicityof quark and gluon jets as a
function of the jet energy. Original results are corrected to account
for the same avour composition of 11% b's and 33% c's. Solid
and dashed lines represent the Jetset event generator prediction.
(b) Multiplicity ratio r as a function of the jet energy. The solid
line represents the Jetset prediction after fragmentation and the
dashed line is the best �t to data. Values corresponding to the

same energy are separated for having a better display.

The absolute value of r depends on the reconstruc-

tion jet algorithm. For both the Jade and Cone

schemes di�erent results are obtained w.r.t. theDurham

scheme1;3. This is due to the combined e�ect of the dif-

ferent sensitivity of the various jet reconstruction algo-

rithms to soft particles at large angles and of the expected

di�erent angular and energy spectra of the emitted soft

gluons in the quark and gluon jets. A precise deconvolu-

tion of both e�ects seems, at present, impossible9 . The

energy behaviour of r is however well represented3 .



All published data from various experiments can be

used to perform a general study in which more precise

results can be attained. Care has to be taken when com-

paring results from di�erent experiments as not all the

analyses consider quark samples of the same avour con-

tent, and this can signi�cantly change the quark jet mul-

tiplicity 10;11;12. To optimize calculus, the results given

following are based on the q�q analysis from DELPHI

which considers that the quark jet sample contains 11%

b's and 33% c's. All other results are corrected from

their original values to account for the same quark mix-

ture. In �gure 1.a the quark and gluon jet multiplicities

are shown as a function of the jet energy and compared

to Jetset. Available results from LEP1;2;3 and PEP13

using symmetric and non-symmetric con�gurations are

entered. In addition to these data �gure 1.b also in-

cludes measurements from SLD14. The value given for r

at 10 GeV and 15 GeV is calculated using the quark jet

multiplicities from HRS and the gluon jet multiplicities

from DELPHI.

Evidence for an energy dependence of r is again ob-

served when using all these data. The measured increase

is

�r

�E
= (+97� 21 (stat.+syst.)) � 10�4 GeV�1;

representing a �5� e�ect.

The measured value of r remains systematically

lower than the Jetset prediction over the whole energy

range, having an average value of

r = 1:23� 0:01 (stat:)� 0:03 (syst:);

corresponding to an average energy of �22 GeV. This

ratio can be further expressed as

ruds = 1:30� 0:01 (stat:) � 0:04 (syst:);

if r is computed only for the light quarks u, d and s,

extracting the b and c quark contribution to the quark

jet multiplicity according to 10;11;12.

4 Inter-jet coherence, the string e�ect

The measurements of the energy and particle ow in the

inter-jet regions of three-jet q�qg and q�q events repre-

sent an important test on the non-abelian gauge nature

of QCD. Inter-jet coherence e�ects are expected to be

seen in data according to the Local Parton Duality hy-

pothesis (LPHD). Again the possibility to perform either

qualitative or quantitative tests depend on the available

theoretical predictions15 and on the selected experimen-

tal data sample.

Using Mercedes events DELPHI3 measures an asym-

metry of the particle ow between the qg and q�q regions

of Rg = Nqg=Nq�q = 2:23 � 0:37 (stat.+syt.), proving

that the string e�ect is present in fully symmetric three-

jet event con�gurations in which all jets have the same

energy. This rules out those arguments which explain

the string e�ect on the basis of only kinematic consider-

ations.
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Figure 2: Charged particle ow in the inter-jet q�q region of q�qg and
q�q events as compared to the MLLA prediction. The dotted line

represents the estimated intra-jet contribution.

A cleaner veri�cation of the string e�ect is then evi-

dent when comparing the particle ow in the qq region of

qqg events with the corresponding region in qq events.

Figure 2 shows the OPAL results16 for three-jet events

using all topological con�gurations. The angular sep-

aration between jets was normalized to allow a proper

comparison and the obtained distribution was �tted con-

sidering a perturbative QCD contribution as given by the

MLLA approach and a non-perturbative intra-jet contri-

bution assumed to be gaussian. The results of the �t are

in reasonable agreement with data.

The DELPHI approach3 is di�erent to that from

OPAL as it uses symmetric q�qg and q�q three-jet events.

The selected con�guration corresponds to Y events which

have a q�q jet separation of 150� � 10�. The measured

ratio of the particle ow corresponding to this region

in both type of events is Rq = Nq�q(q�qg)=Nq�q(q�q) =

0:58�0:06 (stat.+syt.), compatible with the MLLA pre-

diction of 0.60. This is the �rst time in which inter-jet



coherence e�ects are measured to occur according to the

perturbative QCD prescription. This is mainly due to

two important aspects of the analysis, the highly pure

sample of gluon jets (96%) which enhance the e�ect and

the large angle separation between jets which minimizes

non-perturbative contributions.

Table 1: Particle ow ratios measured by the LEP experiments
using q�q events and the characteristics of each analysis.

Experiment Topology Rq Gluon id.

ALEPH Y 0:75� 0:07 Lepton

DELPHI Y 0:58� 0:06 Vertex

DELPHI Y 0:68� 0:07 Lepton

L3 All 0:79� 0:06 Lepton

OPAL All 0:71� 0:03 Energy

In table 1 all LEP measurements of the string

e�ect3;16;17;18 with q�q events are summarized. The dif-

ferences among these results can be understood in terms

of the applied gluon selections and the three-jet con�gu-

rations used in the analyses.

5 Fragmentation functions

The distribution of the energy fraction carried by the

generated particles, xE = Epart=Ejet, is known as the

fragmentation function. LEP studies using symmetric

Y three-jet event con�gurations1;3 demonstrate that the

gluon jets contain a softer particle spectrum than their

quark jet counterparts of equivalent energy. DELPHI

also includes an analyses on fully symmetric three-jet

events (Mercedes). A comparison between the obtained

distributions at both energy points, 24 GeV for Y and 30

GeV for Mercedes events, shows that the increase in the

multiplicity takes place at small momentum whereas the

inclusive spectra decreases for large xE , indicating thus

the presence of scaling violations (see �gure 3). The mea-

sured suppression is larger for gluon jets than for quark

jets by a factor 2:4�0:5 (stat.), which is in nice agreement
with the lowest order QCD prediction of �2.5.
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